A Compilation of e-mail correspondence from Mr. Tad Johnson and other fellow
researches concerning experiments with the “ED Gray” energy conversion device
From: Tad Johnson <h2opowered@c...>
Subject: ERE Produced by Accident Date: Thu Feb 13, 2003 2:18 pm
(Tad Johnson) Have a look at the bottom of the page explaining the "problems" Jochen has found
when firing this 300KV Marx generator. Looks to be what we are after since he cannot seem to
eliminate it through grounding and other means. Also look at the total conduction times (64uS)
with rise and fall times substantially lower possibly in the 5-10uS range.
http://www.kronjaeger.com/hv/hv/pro/marx/index.html

“The discharge seems to induce huge voltage transients in ground and/or mains leads. This has resulted in a burnt
mains switch and a destroyed ground fault interrupter. Grounding the Marx generator separately and decoupling the
charging voltage ground with a resistor helps somewhat. This may turn out to be a major problem, as the Marx
generator naturally produces a huge voltage step with a rise-time probably in the microsecond range, and the
subsequent discharge produces a similarly steep current pulse which might be kA or more.”
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(Tim Martin) Do you have a plan to allow for easily adjusting the frequency of the impulses? I
think it will be important to precisely tune the device so as to discern specific effects.
(Tad Johnson) The frequency is adjustable to a degree through adjustment of the spark gap
distance and cap size. The caps I am using are 500pF so frequency should be in the KHz range
depending on how much amperage the power supply is charging the stack with. Just got the HV
resistors today. All I have left to do is build the CSET and figure out the charging circuit.
Hydrogen or magnetically quenched gap on the output might be added later for even higher
frequency and more protection against current reversals.

Subject: folder added Hi folks, Date: Sat Feb 15, 2003 11:52 am
(Jani V.) I thought you might like to see my version on Ed Gray’s circuit In folder "romisrom"
I just created, are some pictures of it, I will add complete schematic with component data as
soon as I'm able to draw it...
Tad, I hope from picture "convtube" you will find some hints for your CSET. -Jani-

Subject: CSET design Date: Sun Feb 16, 2003 8:28 pm
(Tad Johnson) Thanks for the info. I was going to built it similarly
use 1.250" acrylic I have already to center the copper pipe. I have
supply I will post soon. Looks like the rise time will be ~10nS with
a fall time of 40uS without a tailbiter circuit or resistive load of
the fall time. I may add this later. Frequency should be about 25Khz

although I was going to
some new info on my power
a pulse width of 50uS and
about .1Ohm to sharpen
as is.

Subject: Tesla/Gray device update Date: Thu Feb 27, 2003 7:08 pm
(Tad Johnson) My Gray device is now operational although I have foolishly fried a couple of
neon sign transformers in the process of trying to loop the collection grid energy back to the
power supply without some form of isolation circuitry. It appears I am now at the point that
Gary Magratten was when trying to deal with a large pulse of energy and then measure it.
Current circuit parameters are:
2000VAC @ 19.2Khz @ 20mA into a 12KV/40mA/100nS full wave bridge into a 2 stage marx generator
using 400pF/ 30KV ceramic "doorknob" caps into a magnetically quenched spark gap using needle
points of brass into the CSET of stainless steel balls on threaded brass rods. Collection grid
is 316 stainless 2" diameter tube.
Total output pulse is 54uS wide with ~10nS rise and ~42nS fall.
I am thinking of running the output energy in the secondary of a 3KV microwave transformer to
power a lower voltage load although I am not sure how the transformer secondary will handle
this input, especially considering the frequency. Another option would be to increase cap size
on the marx generator portion of the circuit to lower the frequency to something around 60120Hz and then use it in a more conventional form.
Pictures and schematics to come soon. Any ideas are much appreciated.
Tad

Date: Fri Feb 28, 2003 8:25 pm
(Tim Martin) I have a few questions.
Is it possible to safely measure the voltage and frequency of the CSET output?
(Tad Johnson) Yes, I got the data below by making a 50Megaohm resistor to measure it, although
I am reluctant to hook up the 3500 dollar scope to it as of yet. I get more guts to do so
after I check the warranty info on it. All data thus far was taken on a true RMS LCR meter.
What is the AC current draw of the neon sign transformer? (Tim Martin)
Should be 1.5 Amp per the specs. But I will check it with my true RMS power-meter(5amp max on
the meter).
(Tim Martin) Would it be possible to dump the CSET output into a large lead acid storage
battery?
(Tad Johnson) Yes, although I am told it will "cold boil" at that voltage. Seems to be hard on
the battery but I don't have much knowledge on it. I would like to step the voltage down
before connecting it to the battery to avoid premature failure.
(Tim Martin) Would the neon sign transformer work properly if connected to a small >DC/AC
inverter on the 12 volt battery?
(Tad Johnson) Should.

Subject: Gray Circuit Images Date: Sat Mar 1, 2003 10:19 pm

(Tad Johnson) New images uploaded showing the Gray circuit running after being tuned. Having
issues with long runs because the resistors are not rated for more than 10watt on the Marx
generator, they start to get a bit hot. Images show a 120VAC/60HZ/1.5A neon transformer
powering it since my two other 12VDC inverters were smoked due to bad judgment. No connection
to the CSET grid was present during this test run since I was mostly tuning the Marx stack to
the 120V neon supply. Frequency was .5-1Khz on this test.
New power supply got here today so I will try the 12VDC version charging the Marx stack at
higher frequencies (20Khz).
Flash on the camera makes it hard to see arc across gaps, but it is there.
Total cost of the entire device is now about $145 American dollars.

Subject: Re: [ElectroRadiantResearch] Re: Gray Circuit Images Date: Sun Mar 2, 2003 4:36 pm
(Tim Martin) I noticed in your pictures that you do not have a large high voltage air core as
Gray and Magratten used in their circuits. Is this un-necessary?
(Tad Johnson) I am told the air core was a step down to run 120VAC/60HZ lamps and other
resistive loads since resistive loads don't care about frequency. I haven't built an air core
step down yet, but I might if I can't get a motor built soon.
(Tim Martin) Also, what did you say the clear "Plexiglas" material is? Real Plexiglas(tm) in
those dimensions is fairly costly.
(Tad Johnson) Acrylic. Resists about 50KV in that dimension 1-1/8" thick. Very inexpensive.
1.5'X 1.5X square is 20 dollars. I used about half of one.

Subject: Grid Energy Date: Sun Mar 2, 2003 11:02 pm
(Tad Johnson) Interesting findings after running the Gray circuit for a couple hours:
ERE does NOT manifest if there is no resistor on the spark gap end of the CSET. Repeat ZERO
POWER if no resistor in place. The more resistance, the more the effect appears to manifest.
With 300 Ohm or more of resistance the grid starts to put off a FRIGHTENING amount of power.
Enough to smoke a 50watt, 500 ohm resistor in less than 30 seconds. My input was 12 watts
total from the wall. Output from the CSET grid is UNMEASURABLE. Grounding is also becoming an
issue since I cannot run the end of the CSET back to ground with a resistor in between. Also,
the energy coming off the grid appears to be harmful even with fast rise and fall times
contrary to other information out there.
Anyone have any bright ideas on measuring this high amperage, high voltage energy I would be
very happy. We need accurate wattage out at this point. I feel confident already with my input
measurements.

Subject: Re: [ElectroRadiantResearch] Re: Grid Energy Date: Mon Mar 3, 2003 11:05 am
(Tim Martin) It sounds as though Lindemann was correct in saying that one of the problems Gray
had was dealing with the abundance of power.
(Tad Johnson) Yes, but we will see how much power. This is what I am after. If it is possible
for a small 12 watt power supply to see a gain of at least twice that, then making the circuit
for the application I am interested in will be easy (small motive power, scooter, etc.).

(Tim Martin) Do you think the CSET output is behaving different than "normal" electricity?
What I am curious about is your statement regarding additional resistance increasing the
effect.
(Tad Johnson) It appears as though there MUST be resistance at the end of the CSET in order
for the CSET grid to make power. this appears to be the "bunching up" effect Lindemann was
talking about, and that Tesla had experienced. It may be that when this HV pulse hits the
resistance is like it hits a brick wall and explodes outward into the grid (path of least
resistance).
(Tim Martin) Also, I believe that the frequency will govern whether or not the effect is
harmful. Be careful!
(Tad Johnson) I'm being as careful as I can, but I have already had one small incident.
(Tim Martin) Another thing you might try is placing a normal 100 watt incandescent bulb on the
output of the CSET without closing the circuit. Single wire power transmission is a related
phenomenon.
(Tad Johnson) Yes, this works with a neon bulb, I've already run neon bulbs off the grid
energy. they glow beautifully to full brightness.

Subject: Fwd: Re: [alfenergy] Grid Energy Date: Sun Mar 2, 2003 11:35 pm
(Willard)I can suggest putting a string of light bulbs together in series as a
load. 5 bulbs of 100 watts each for instance.
(Tad Johnson) I will try that although I really need to somehow get an amp meter on it
and the scope. I had to drop the voltage down from 2920 to 1460 just so I could lessen the
effect enough to work with the components I am using without it destroying them. Meter
overloads when trying to measure grid voltage on the doubled setting from the Marx generator.
I am using a 100Megaohm, 100watt HV probe which should be more than sufficient for these
voltages. Very strange.

Subject: Re: [alfenergy] magnetic quenched gap Date: Tue Mar 4, 2003 11:35 am
(Peer) The magnetic quenched gap is necessary to prevent continuously arcing. Is
this right?
(Tad Johnson) No, it helps quench the arc, and bring the fall times back to something more
normal. The waveform as per calculations is ~10nS rise, 50uS wide, with a long fall time, this
is how Marx generators work. To bring the fall time back into ~20nS range we need to clip the
end of the pulse. You can do this by killing the arc prematurely or you can put a low
resistance load on the output of the spark gap (tail-biter circuit), or you can do both. My
goal was ~10nS rise, 20uS pulse, ~20nS fall, with a pause of 500uS between pulses.

Subject: Re: [alfenergy] for Tad Date: Wed Mar 5, 2003 11:44 am
(Unknown Member) I'm trying to rebuild your circuit in order to better understand the working
of the CSET. The original circuit built by Gray himself had a powerful input. Heavy batteries
were used to power the circuit. You only use a small current und a much higher resistor at the
CSET.
(Tad Johnson) Yes, my idea is to keep the power usage as low as possible but still see
the effect. And I have truly seen it with a 9-12 watt power supply, so it IS there. I am now
lighting neon bulbs from the grid energy alone, this should not be possible since it would

mean an energy gain of at least 100%, or an additional 9 watts to make a total of 18watts for
the entire circuit.
http://www.amazing1.com/voltage.htm
At the bottom of the page you will see the power supply I am currently using
(MINIMAX2)

ATTENTION! High Voltage Experimenters

High Voltage Transformers
Low cost thumb sized modules may be battery
powered and used for experimental research in:
Plasma Guns, Shock Wands, Anti-Gravity,
Hovercraft, Tesla Coils, Ion Guns, Force Fields,
Electrical Pyrotechnics, Stun Guns, Etc..
MINIMAX5 - 7000 Volt With IOG9 Plans..............................$29.95
MINIMAX4 - 4000 Volt With IOG9 Plans..............................$19.95
MINIMAX3 - 3000 Volt With IOG9 Plans..............................$17.95
MINIMAX2 - 2000 Volt With IOG9 Plans..............................$14.95
MINIMAX1 - 1000 Volt...............................................................$9.95
Bag of five 2 to 3000 volt units-some requiring minor repair, others more.
MINIBAG1 - Includes Basic Schematic..............................$19.95

(Unknown Member) I try to copy your circuit, using a medium size 6,5kV HeNe-LASER supply.
The output (grid-power) I get, is however tiny small.
(Tad Johnson) That's fine, my supply I use now is only 1460V @ 8mA!! But this voltage is
doubled in the Marx generator. The Marx generator is used instead of the large capacitor and
vacuum tube switch in the Gray patents. This eliminates the need for expensive and complicated
switching techniques since the Marx generator switches on in less than 50nS and off in that
same amount of time unless you are running larger capacitors. 400pF caps @ 1460V @ 8mA gives
me 500HZ. But 1900pF in that same supply only gives me about 1-2HZ, but much higher amperage
pulse when the gap fires. If more amperage in the power supply (like 20mA) then this rate
would obviously be much higher and much more controllable.

http://home.earthlink.net/~jimlux/hv/marx.htm

[Appendix 1]

http://members.tm.net/lapointe/MarxMain.html

[Appendix 2]

http://www.kronjaeger.com/hv/hv/src/marx/index.html [Appendix 3]
(Tad Johnson) The capacitors come from:
http://www.alltronics.com/capacito.htm
The 400pF 30KV ones are $12.50 each. The 6.5KV 1500pF are 99 cents each. The cheaper ones work
just as well if not better! If you really want a big power pulse buy the 14uF, 20KV, 2800
joule
cap!

CERAMIC HI-VOLTAGE TRANSMITTING CAP
400pF @ 30KV, TC N4700. Made by TDK.

20P007 $12.50

SANGAMO ENERGY DISCHARGE CAPACITOR
14 uF 20KV 2800 Joule 14" x 8" x 24" --- Mineral oil filled

20P002 $250.00

(Unknown Member) Maybe there is a secret I have not seen yet. My CSET is not a pipe, but a
round cage made by copper wire soldered together. If a measurable radiant energy is made, this
one I guess should be noticed by the small CSET grid I have.
(Tad Johnson)You WILL see energy on that grid regardless of it's design. I am using a
stainless tube, but any copper, aluminum or anything else should work also. Multiple layers
of different metals (copper inside, aluminum outside should increase power as well).Also, move
the CSET spark gap into the tube like Skip said. I should have done this as well, but I was
lazy. This should maximize the energy on the grid. Use a couple neon lamps to run off the
grid. 220VAC @ 10mA is what my bulbs are, I use two in series and they light up to full
brightness off the grid energy alone. One lead to grid, one to ground. They light to half
brightness just touching the grid and not grounded. I am trying to figure out what I was doing
when I ran the 50watt resistor across the grid output in order to get it as hot as it was
getting. This circuit grid output varies greatly depending on how it is tuned so there are
many things to test still.
I really want to try a flyback supply soon though.
http://www.electronicsic.com/fly.htm

(Unknown Member) Maybe my quenched spark gap is not working. How is yours built up?
(Tad Johnson) I used a block of plastic on
a hole in the plastic, then I used glue to
pieces of plastic. Then I used a router to
from the gap electrodes. The magnets TWIST
faster fall time.

both sides and used a Forstner bit (1/2") to core
glue the ceramic magnet into the hole on both
make a slot so I could adjust the magnet distance
the arc and cut it off early, This gives us a

(Unknown Member) Have you enclosed the R4 inside the CSET tube or outside? Is it a high
voltage type or a normal one?
(Tad Johnson) Outside and it is a normal 10K, 3 watt resistor, made by Panasonic, ordered
from Digikey. The same resistors are used in the Marx stack. I have also tried a HVR-1X,
12KV/550mA diode (THV512T is new part number). This works well also.
http://www.electronicsic.com/diode.htm

POWER DIODES ( Use in MICROWAVE OVEN )

X

THV512T

Replacement For :

12KV - 550mA

HVR-1X-3
HVR-1X-4

$3.20 each

12KV - 550mA

9KV - 550mA
Other diodes I bought were VG3, VG6 and VG12 from
http://www.amazing1.com/parts.htm
VG22

22KV HV Diode For KILOVOLT MAGNIFIERS

$3.95

VG4

3KV HV Diode - Used LGU4, IOG3, etc.

$1.95

[Apparently out of Stock on the VG3, VG6, and VG12 on 5/4/03]

Subject: Gray Circuit Modifications Date: Wed Mar 5, 2003 11:18 pm
(Tad Johnson) I finished my circuit modifications as per suggestions. I tripled the
capacitance in the Marx bank, installed the CSET gap in the center of the collection grid and
added a 25nF cap on the output of the CSET grid in line with the load. The lamps glow at least
as twice as bright as they did before. But what is really exciting to me was that I was going
to work on the Marx gap so I went to short the cap bank. At the instant I shorted this bank of
caps I felt the "wave of energy" which actually pushed my shirt in the direction of the blast.
Has anyone else seen this when discharging a cap bank and being of close proximity? Very
strange anomaly. Makes me believe that Tesla must have been working with much higher voltage
and much higher capacity than this circuit in order to feel this wave constantly at each gap
firing. This is obviously what we are looking to reproduce.

Subject: Re: [alfenergy] Magnetic Quenched Gap Date: Thu Mar 6, 2003 9:16 am
(Alan Francoeur) I have tested the function of a magnetic quenched gap. I used a Marx
generator to create short HV pulses. The spark gap was simple two ends of a copper wire facing
each other with a distance of about 2 mm. I used a vice and put a strong Neodymium magnet at
each side of the vise jaw. The gap between the two magnets was about 17 mm. (The magnets were
attracting each other) the arrangement was so that you could easily remove the vice with
magnets without changing the spark gap.
Without magnets an arc occurred many times after a spark and the frequency of the spark was
changing all times and there was a small interval without a spark, partially. From that view I
can conclude the spark gap without magnet is not so well functioning because of the lower
spark frequency and the occurring arcs.
(Tad Johnson) Yes, I have found this myself as well. This is why I like the magnetic gap
so much.
(Alan Francoeur) With the magnets, the spark's frequency was higher, and there was no
standing arc at all. Each time an arc liked to occur the arc got blown out like a candle in
the wind.
When I was connecting a small (8 Watt) neon-bulb between the vice ,which was made of steel and
somehow served as grid, and ground the neon-light lit weekly and the ark frequency changed a
bit also the ark noise changed! And this although there is no galvanic contact between the
Marx generator and the neon-bulb.
(Tad Johnson) I don't understand why frequency changes when you connect a load to the grid,
but I have seen this as well.

(Alan Francoeur) But I also measured the current flowing back to ground after the mentioned
spark gap. This was done by a 50 Ohm resistor a HV-probe and an oscilloscope.
(Tad Johnson) I am making a new HV probe, 1GOhm will be the size. A bit high, but I have
many problems with the 100MOhm one I use now.

(Alan Francoeur) Without magnets: the time duration of the spark could be hardly measured but
seemed to be >500 ns.
With magnets: the time duration of the spark was definitely shorter and the picture on
the scope was more clear. The time duration was 100 us to 200 ns.
(Tad Johnson) Great! This is what we are after.

(Alan Francoeur) In both cases, you see a positive high voltage pulse that exceeds the
capacity of the screen of the scope. Then a small negative pulse, like the half of a sine
wave, follows. After that there are fast oscillations. Maybe this picture does not show the
true current flow, because of parasitic capacities of the used resistor.
(Tad Johnson) The ringing is what has been messing my frequency counter up I think. I might
not be getting the correct frequency of pulses measured. Inductors can be used in place of the
resistors to reduce loss, although the output will obviously be different and need to be
rectified or sharpened up.

(Alan Francoeur) Another investigation was, that using no magnet, a multi-discharge could
occur (many tiny discharges). With magnet there was always one discharge. Maybe you have the
same experience.

(Tad Johnson) Yes, exactly. This is why Tesla also used these magnets around the gap. He
was trying for a smaller and tighter discharge of energy.

(Alan Francoeur) Tad, have you tried to put magnets inside the gray tube? Therefore you
would not need to have a separate spark gap and maybe more power inside the Gray tube.
(Tad Johnson) I have not tried this yet, but I can try it soon.

Subject: Progress Date: Thu Mar 13, 2003 10:42 pm
(Tad Johnson) No progress on the Gray circuit this week as I have been working on getting a
lathe to make parts and do better quality work so I have not been financially able to buy the
HV resistor for measurement nor the Thyratron, or spark tubes.
I pulled my Hydrogen combustion enhancement device out of the shop since fuel prices are
getting ridiculous. Car already gets 33mpg, but 38-40 would be better.
I will put pictures of it when I get it running again.
I will be working on the Gray circuit again within a week or two though. Stay tuned,

Subject: Re: [ElectroRadiantResearch] Success ??? Date: Fri Mar 21, 2003 9:17 pm
(Jani V.) Last weekend I finally got a chance to test my Ed Gray-machine and I think the
Electro-Radiant-Event manifested once. When I ran the test, 40 W light bulb flashed before the
whole bunch of charge, which was collected to the grids, discharge though the safety
spark gap (schematic Test1a, look my folder romisrom ). I tried to duplicate the Radiant-Event
but it didn't manifest again. I think the interrupter-rotating rod burned somehow because it's
resistance raised near two meg-ohms!!! I also have to make the carbon resistor different
because it is not very stable, resistance range between 50 - 500 ohms depending temperature.
I've also added in the spark-gap a strong NIB magnet to cut arc more faster. I think this
magnetically quenched spark is very important to produce ERE. Anyway, test must be done again
to make sure that it was ERE that manifest neither some other discharge.......unfortunately my
testing is very slow because I live in another place due to my work and my test equipment are
another place. So, it may take awhile.
(Tad Johnson) Congratulations!, sounds like a successful test run. You should get constant
power off the grid once the circuit is tuned and stabilized. 300 Ohms on the end of the CSET
seem to be perfect in my last test run.
Keep up the good work, no matter how slow it goes, it's worth it to humanity.

Subject: Progress Date: Sun Mar 30, 2003 5:21 pm
Hi folks,
I have not felt like doing much on the Gray device for a couple weeks
since I have seen a relationship of mine fall apart after 8 years of being
with this woman.
I am excited to see progress being made by Jani and Peer on their
circuits and will hopefully find some "drive" to work on my system
again soon.
Best wishes,
Tad

Note: This document is one in a series produced by Mr. McKay as part of his investigation of the work of Edwin
Gray senior and he invites readers to contact him if they have any constructive comments or queries concerning the
work of Mr. Gray. Mr McKay’s e-mail address is mmckay@tycoint.com

